We prove various pointwise estimates for solutions of linear elliptic difference inequalities with random coefficients. These estimates include discrete versions of the maximum principle of Aleksandrov and Harnack inequalities and Holder estimates of Krylov and Safonov for elliptic differential operators with bounded coefficients.
Introduction
The purpose of this work is to establish analogues for difference operators of certain pointwise estimates for linear elliptic differential operators with bounded, measurable coefficients. In particular we derive discrete versions of the Aleksandrov and Bakel'man maximum principle [1, 2] , the Holder estimates and Harnack inequality of Krylov and Safonov [8] , and the local maximum principle and weak Harnack inequalities in Trudinger [14] . Our estimates shall be formulated in such a way that their continuous versions follow via Taylor's formula. In a subsequent paper [9] we apply the Holder estimate to deduce the convergence of discrete numerical schemes for fully nonlinear elliptic differential equations under very general structure conditions [15] . In fact, the approximation of viscosity solutions of nonlinear elliptic equations provided the motivation for the present study.
The difference operators encompassed are of positive type. To describe them, we let h be a (small) positive parameter and let for all x, y e Z"h . Such operators are of positive type, as defined by Motzkin and Wasow [11] , and satisfy a maximum principle [11, Theorem 3, 4] . Moreover, for any linear, uniformly elliptic, second-order differential operators . We shall supply a proof of this assertion in §6. The coefficients a(x, y) will also have compact support in y but the reader may even assume for technical simplicity, without losing any basic ideas, that a(x, y) vanishes except when y = he{, i = 1, ... , n, where ex, ... ,en are the coordinate vectors. This situation corresponds to a diagonal coefficient matrix [a'J]. We conclude this introduction with some brief historical remarks. In the special case of two dimensions, a local Holder (in fact Lipschitz) estimate for solutions of general elliptic difference equations with random coefficients was obtained by Brandt [5] . Elliptic difference operators on graphs, corresponding to divergence form differential operators, (1.6) Lu = Dj(aiJDjU),
were considered by Merkov [10] , who derived Holder and Harnack inequalities analogous to those of De Giorgi and Moser; see [7, Chapter 8] . The methods in [5, 10] are necessarily totally different from ours. Earlier work in the 1960's dealt with extensions of L and Schauder estimates to elliptic difference equations; see for example [3, 4, 13] , also [6] for a more modern treatment. Unlike the hypotheses of the latter theories, our coefficients are random in the sense that their values at neighboring mesh points are independent of the mesh length.
The discrete maximum principle
In this section, we prove discrete versions of the maximum principles of Aleksandrov [1] and Bakel'man [2] . Our technique adapts the geometric argument of Aleksandrov, as presented for example in [7] , to the discrete case. To formulate our result, we let fi denote a bounded domain in Euclidean «-space Kn and let £lh -Q. n lfh be the set of mesh points lying in £i. We shall consider operators of the form (1.2) defined for points x e Qh and satisfying, together with (1.3), a nondegeneracy condition, namely for each point x e Q/(, there exists an orthogonal set of vectors y , ... , y" eZ"h such that
Furthermore, we assume the coefficients a(x, y) vanish whenever \y\ = \y\2 > Nh for some N eZ and write
Our maximum principles provide bounds for solutions in terms of integral norms over certain subsets. If u is a mesh function on a set ScZj, we define the upper contact set of u in 5, F+ = T* , to be the subset of S where u is concave, that is Y+ consists of those points x for which there exists a hyperplane P -P(x) in E"+ passing through x and lying above the graph of « in 5. Denoting Lp norms of mesh functions u over sets S by where C depends on n and N\\b/2}*\\n r+, u+ = max{w, 0}, and T+ is the upper contact set of u in Q.h.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based upon the notion of normal (or supergradient) mapping, the normal mapping of a mesh function u on a set S, at a point x e S, being defined by (2.6) x(x) = Xu(x) = {peM."\u(z) < u(x) + p ■ (z -x) for all z eS}.
'ii'
The upper contact set T+ of u on S is thus the subset of S where x is nonempty. If S' is any subset of S, we further define X(S') = U X(x).
X€S'
Defining the boundary dS of a subset ScZj to be the set of points in S o which have a neighbor outside S and the interior S = S -dS, we then have as a preliminary estimate: we have u(x ±y) < u(x) ±p -y for some p e K" , whence by addition (2.8) Syu(x) < 0.
Hence, for (2.4) and (1.3),
In particular, for y = y', we have Consequently, using the differential inequality (2.4), we have (for x e T^)
Hence, defining new coefficients ä(x, y) = a(x, y) -\\y\ \b(x, y)\,
we therefore obtain in place of (2.9),
(2'15) <^b{m + mm<^K±QiTr
by Holder's inequality. We thus obtain, in place of (2.11), the estimate (,16) ,,,,", s rnnw^w.
Thus, by (2.14), (ii) The constants in estimates (2.12) and (2.18) may be improved. In particular, using in place of (2.10) the sum
we obtain, instead of (2.11),
so that 3¡* can be replaced by n2¡* in (2.12) and (2.18).
The discrete local maximum principle
In this section, we prove a discrete version of the local maximum principle (or mean value inequality) in [14, Theorem 1] . Although our method is inspired by that in [14] , the manipulation of the cutoff functions in the discrete case is far more intricate. We shall maintain the same operator hypotheses as in the preceding section but now write, instead of (2.2),
a(x) = Y^a(x,y), (3.1) a0 = supa/X, b0 = supb/X, c0 = sup|c|/A. Theorem 3.1. Let u be a mesh function satisfying the difference inequality (2.4) in £lh. Then for any ball B = BR(x0) C Q with center x0 e Clh, Nh < R, concentric subball Ba = BaR(x0), 0 < a < I, and exponent p > 0, we have the estimate To proceed further, we assume «(x + y)n(x -y) > 0, so that, combining (3.7) and (3.8) with (2.4) and writing, as before,
we obtain the following difference inequality for v :
We now fix n by setting rj(x + y) nix-y)2
n(x + y)n(x-y) I + 1 where C depends only on ß and N. If the restriction (3.11) on the point + x is not satisfied, we first observe that, by replacing u by u , we can assume u > 0, whence
, 1-2/0, , Syv(x) < ,2 ; < --u(x)n IP(x), « R using « < (4Nh/R) , so that (3.12) continues to hold. The remainder of the proof now follows along the lines of [14] . Applying the discrete maximum principle, Theorem 2.1, to the function v , we obtain (3.13) mut; < C ^iM^/ß^^^ + R n\Bh where C depends on «, N, and /? ; with the choice ß = 2n/p (assuming p < n ) we finally arrive at the estimate (3.2). D Remarks, (i) There is no need to require c < 0 in (1.3) ; the constant C in (3.2) then depends also on c0R .
(ii) When / = 0, p -1, and u > 0 in (3.2), we obtain the mean value inequality (3.14) u(Xo)<Cj2uix), where C depends on «, Ar, a0, and bQR, and [ßA] denotes the number of mesh points in Bh . The estimate (3.14) is well known in the special case y' = he¡, a(x,y') = l, a(x, y) = 0 for y ¿ y', i = 1,... ,n, b(x, y) = 0, c = 0, when Lh is the discrete Laplacian.
HARNACK AND HOLDER ESTIMATES
In this section, we proceed from the local maximum principle, Theorem 3.1, to derive interior Harnack and Holder estimates for solutions of elliptic difference equations. Our approach is modelled on that suggested in [7, Problem 9.11], with a discrete version of the fundamental Krylov-Safonov covering argument playing a key role. First we require some lower estimates for positive supersolutions, and for these we continue the same hypotheses and notation as in the preceding section. where C depends on n, N, a0, b0R, x. Proof. Let us first observe that the restriction (4.8) can be replaced by the condition Nh < ( l-x)R . To see this, we fix any point z in B\, so that u(x) > 0 for HUNG-1U KU0 AND N. S. TRUDINGER \x -z\ < Nh , whence by virtue of the difference inequality (4.1) and condition (2.1) with y* = he¡, (4.14) 2a(z)u(z) > Xtu(z ± hef) -h f(x), i = I, ... , n.
Consequently, if R < CQh/y , the result of Lemma 4.1 follows by a finite iteration (depending only on «, C0, x ).
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.3, we follow an argument analogous to the original measure-theoretic argument of Krylov and Safonov [8] . We shall denote the cube of side length 2R and center x0 e K" , parallel to the coordinate axes, by QR(xQ), that is QrÍXq) = {xe
x-x, Oloo <R}- in QhnQ3r(z), where y and C are positive constants depending on n, N,aQ, bQR . We next invoke the following discrete covering lemma, whose proof is a replica of the continuous case [14, Lemma 3] . Note that our choice of x0 is significant here. Remark. The proof of Theorem 4.3, Corollary 4.5 can be extended to permit c t¿ 0, in which case the constants C also depend on c0R .
Finally, we arrive at an interior Holder estimate for solutions, which can be deduced from Theorem 4.3 or Corollary 4.5, as in the continuous case [7] . where a and C are positive constants depending on n, N, a0, bQR.
Remark. By means of a covering argument, we can remove the dependence of p, a on bQR in Theorem 4.3, Corollary 4.6.
Boundary estimates
The extensions of the local estimates of the preceding sections to the boundary dÇlh of the set ilh proceed analogously to the continuous case [7, §9.9] (also approximating Q if necessary by a smooth subdomain), and use the fact that the convergence in (6.2) will be uniform in compact subsets of Q. The discrete approach thus yields new proofs of these fundamental estimates for differential equations, which are independent of any measure or integration theory. Because of the dependence on yV , we do not recover the Aleksandrov maximum principle [7, Theorem 9 .1] for nonuniformly elliptic operators, but this can be achieved by a refinement of the discrete approach.
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